Introducing
Elándan™ II...
the cultivated motor home.

It's a beachfront property, a mountain retreat. An elegant townhouse, a fine home in the country. Winnebago's new Elándan II is your luxury condominium with more than one place to live.

For exclusive motor home living or as a comfortable travel extension of the home you leave behind, Elándan II offers the investment wise motor home owner a superb combination of luxury and value.

In design. In concept. And function. With the additional elegance of enduring motor home styling.

A striking interior. Rich appointments. Top quality domestic systems. Heating, air conditioning, water, LPG, electric and waste are more than adequately provided for.

Elándan II is comfort and convenience far above the utilitarian. Not just a range and oven, but a microwave oven too. Not one automotive heater, but another in the rear. Under your feet: thick plush wall-to-wall carpeting. Over your head: acoustic pile ceiling to help cushion any unwanted sound. And, along the aisles, courtesy lights for convenience as well as an extra touch of class.

Elándan II is a cultivated motor home. In appearance (elegant inside, a sweeping new grill keynotes well groomed styling touches outside). In size (roomy, open floor plans; 27 and 29-foot lengths). In performance (rugged Dodge chassis, 440 cubic inch V8, cruise control, power assist steering and braking, a full range of automotive instrumentation).

Come aboard. Look around inside. With great pride, Winnebago presents Elándan II.
Open house as thrilling as the showing of a fine home.

The floor plan is one of the first things you'll want to consider when you visit our new motor home. Elándan II offers four innovative arrangements, featured on pages 6 and 7.

Each is tailored to a unique lifestyle. Each is tailored to provide pleasing motor home living. You'll play better, ride better, and sleep better too.

You'll also want to consider interior and exterior storage room during your inspection tour. Elándan II offers spacious overhead cabinetry, a generous complement of drawers, and roomy wardrobes incorporating extra shelf storage. And outside, there's a weathertight trunk that locks, and convenient side compartments to store any accessories you don't want inside the home.

We believe you'll want to keep Elándan II for a long time, so you'll find the same durable, easy-care materials and quality appliances just like you would in a fine, modern home.

Look over the motor home carefully and you'll begin to see what we mean.
Exceptional features weave a tapestry of sophisticated comfort.

Elándan II is cultivated also in the fine features it offers. Plush fabrics coordinated in three decor groupings, dinette tables that reverse for games and display a green felt side, all-electric refrigerators, smartly accented medicine cabinets, roll-out kitchen pantries to put provisions within easy reach, Motor Aid water heaters to heat water as you drive, loads of counter space and a cover for the sink.

Note the rich and harmonious blend of quality appointments, the subtle elegance, the sensible floorplans, the roominess. Notice also the attention to detail and the thoughtful little touches like lining cup and glass holders with cork and building in a spice or condiment compartment exactly where you need it.

Exceptional touches are everywhere. No detail was too small to consider. We’ve made every effort to make Elándan II a snug haven for happy families.
Floor plans, features blend motor home harmony.

It takes wise interior planning to provide harmony of motor home features and available space. Notice the sensible Elándan II arrangements for maximum realization of both.

There's plenty of breathing room in each plan. Plenty of space to live, relax, socialize. And notice, too, the provisions for privacy when it's desired.

Each plan has its own unique advantages to match your particular lifestyle.

All reflect the experience and expertise of professional Winnebago planners. Plus the additional thoughts and desires of experienced motor home owners.

Look over each Elándan II floor plan illustrated below. Then see them in person at your Winnebago dealer. He'll be pleased to treat you to open house, and he'll be glad to further elaborate on Elándan II standard features.

The reputation of the builder must also be looked into when you choose a place to live. More so in a motor home because you have automotive considerations too.

It takes a lot of picky precautions to
blend domestic and automotive harmony. Many skillful engineering accomplishments we would like to show are hidden by the motor home body.

Cutaway illustrations are helpful to explain motor home construction techniques. But we believe the farseeing prospective owner is looking for still more assurances than this.

To help you examine our reputation, we offer the Winnebago Homeowners Plan. It brings out Winnebago advantages and assurances that have been quietly working for years.

Thermo-Steel® construction is indeed a part of the Plan. And so is the exhaustive testing that makes it a superior technique. And not only does our Homeowners Plan assure superb construction, it locates more than 300 authorized service centers to care for your Elândan II should trouble develop on the road, it details our special customer relations service and explains the Winnebago safety program. It gives your the Elândan II protection it deserves.

Your dealer has an informative brochure outlining features of our Homeowners Plan in greater detail. He'll be glad to provide a free copy when you visit Elândan II.
Many important Eländan II features travel with you sight unseen.

Eländan II features are delightfully obvious as you inspect this exciting motor home. We have photographed a few and they are shown on these pages. Many more important value factors, however, are not so immediately noticeable without closer inspection.

More features that are standard:

- Thermo-Steel® construction exceeds U. S. Department of Transportation's safety specifications proposed for urban transit buses
- Automotive door lock with dead bolt safety latch
- Safety glass tinted windows and windshield
- LPG leak detector system and LPG excess flow valve
- Pullout battery rack
- Battery, voltage and vacuum gauges
- Spare tire and wheel with carrier and cover
- Automotive air conditioning
- Cruise control
- Power driving aids
- Electronic ignition
- Fresh air automotive heater
- AM/FM radio, stereo, tape and clock
- All-electric refrigerator
- 4-burner range with oven and power hood
- Microwave oven
- Roll-out pantry
- Blender and ice crusher (D-29 only)
- Depending on model, your choice of Presto lounge bed, glide-out lounge bed, or sprung twin beds
- Front pull down bunk all models
- Sprung dinette seating
- Room divider curtain
- Acoustic pile ceiling throughout
- Attractive washable vinyl wall covering in bath
- Motor Aid water heater heats water as you drive
- Changeover
lighting system and high capacity converter and charger □ Permanent mount LPG storage system with external gauge □ Roof air conditioning □ Forced air (ducted) furnace □ Rear automotive heater □ Weather center gauge □ Front windshield privacy curtain □ Outside trunk with lock and convenient side compartments □ Electric retractable automatic entrance step □ Luggage rack and ladder □ Television antenna □ Full width stone shields on front bumper.

This is a partial listing only of the many standard equipment items on Elándan II. While visiting the Elándan II, ask your Winnebago dealer for the complete list as well as a list of available optional equipment to further tailor Elándan II on your desired degree of luxury and comfort.

And whether you're considering a motor home for the first time, or moving up in luxury and size, there's another publication that we heartily recommend: Motor Home Buyer's Guide by noted RV writer Ginny Ade. What to look for, what to avoid, how to study and compare all that the manufacturer offers—it's a common sense guide to making the wisest motor home investment.

It's available from Winnebago for only $1.95 to defray postage and handling. Send your check or money order to Winnebago Industries, Inc., Consumer Information Services, 1909 East Cornell, Peoria, Illinois 61614.

It could be the best initial investment you make to insure years of uninterrupted motor home pleasure.
Winnebago's continuing program of product improvement makes specifications, equipment, model availability and prices subject to change without notice. Some items shown may be extra cost options.